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Abstract

There are increasing safety concerns in chemical and petrochemical process industry. The huge
explosion of Nowruz oil Field platform that happened in Persian gulf-IRAN at 1983, along with
other disastrous events have effected chemical industrial renaissance and led to high demand to
enhance safety. Oil and chemical Industries involve complex processes and handle hazardous
materials that may potentially cause catastrophic consequences in terms of human losses, injuries,
asset lost and environmental stresses. One main reason of such catastrophic events is the lack of
effective control and monitoring approaches that are required to achieve successful fault diagnosis
and accurate hazard identification. Currently, there are aggressive worldwide efforts to propose an
effective, robust, and high accuracy fault propagation analysis and monitoring techniques to prevent
undesired events at early stages prior to their occurrence. Among these requirements is the
development of an intelligent and automated control and monitoring system to first diagnose faulty
equipment and process variable deviations, and then identify hazards associated with faults and
deviations. Research into safety and control issues become high priority in all aspects. To support
these needs, predictive control and intelligent monitoring system is under study and development at
the Energy Safety and Control Laboratory (ESCL) – University of Ontario Institute of Technology
(UOIT). The purpose of this research is to present a real time fault propagation analysis method for
chemical / petrochemical process industry through fault semantic network (FSN) using accurate
process variable interactions (PV-PV interactions). The effectiveness, feasibility, and robustness of
the proposed method are demonstrated on simulated data emanating from a well-known Tennessee
Eastman (TE) chemical process. Unlike most existing probabilistic approaches, fault propagation
analysis module classifies faults and identifies faulty equipment and deviations according to obtained
data from the underlying processes. It is an expert system that identifies corresponding causes and
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consequences and links them together. FSN is an integrated framework that is used to link fault
propagation scenarios qualitatively and quantitatively. Probability and fuzzy rules are used for
reasoning causes and consequences and tuning FSN.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Operating an industrial process needs a high level of safety and reliability which is possible
through making strict regulations and implementing safety culture. Neglecting safety regulations
and culture lead to catastrophic accidents followed by serious consequences, human losses and
environmental impacts. Therefore designing a proper safety system by considering safety
requirements and implementing monitoring strategies to avoid undesired accidents is an
important concern of industries.
Petrochemical industries lose an estimated 20 billion dollars every year [1]. The BP Texas
refinery accident can be considered as a clear-cut example. In March 2005, an explosion
happened in BP Texas refinery (USA) and caused the death of 15 people and injured 180 ones.
The economical damage, including the income losses during the reconstruction period from
March 2005 to March 2006, was estimated at US$ 1.5 billion [2]. As another example, the
release of gas caused the world worst industrial disaster, which is called Bhopal disaster that took
place in India in December 1984. It caused 8000 deaths and 558,125 injuries and other
environmental consequences [3]. The most recent disaster is the catastrophic event that occurred
1

in Venezuela's biggest oil refinery that happened in August 2012. A huge explosion unleashed a
ferocious fire Saturday, killing at least 39 people and injuring more than 80 [4]. Given these
statistics, improving the plants from the point of view of control and monitoring is a challenge
for oil, gas and chemical industries.
Over the years, engineers and researchers were focusing on improving industrial processes to
increase their proficiency. These efforts led to efficient industrial processes and improved their
products both quantitatively and qualitatively. Although these progresses have advantages,
however they increase complexity of industrial processes and make them more complicated.
Beside the increase in process complexity, monitoring and control approaches of process
industries have to be updated. Processes that were controlled manually by operators through a
simple procedure now have to be controlled automatically through complex procedures.
Significant progresses are done in the area of hazard identification and safety system design.
Recent technologies and automation are key players to achieve such progresses. Although these
technologies have advantages such as efficient productivity, lower cost of production and labor,
high quality of product and etc., however on the other hand, it increases the complexity of
process systems. Complex systems have more chances to be subjected to faults and hazardous
conditions. Any of these faults and hazardous conditions may result in costly and serious
incidents or accidents such as, explosion, plant shutdown, injuries and etc.
Faults in plant equipment have the potential to affect the performance of the entire process. Even
for minor faults, it might lead to a serious degradation in the whole process. Therefore
considering the simplest faults seems necessary in industries especially the ones that deal with
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continuous processes, where lots of process variable and hazardous materials such as chemical
and petroleum industries.
Recent technologies are focusing on controlling and monitoring of processes, and modeling
system dynamics, as well as predicting its behavior and the relationships among process
variables. This will provide means to detect abnormal events at early stages by understanding the
relationship among process variables and their impacts on fault propagation scenarios. These
targets are achievable through an accurate fault propagation analysis which results in a
successful fault diagnosis. Given this, controlling and monitoring the process operation to
implement a well-designed fault diagnosis technique is among the most important concerns in
process industries.

1.1.

Motivation

Implementing a successful, productive, and safe operation is among the top priorities of plant
processes. It results in higher efficiency, lower cost of production and reduction of hazards.
These goals are only achievable under well controlled and well monitored process operations.
Implementing an efficient monitoring, hazard identification and fault diagnosis system makes it
possible to reduce undesired and sudden events that may result in catastrophic accidents or
disasters. Fault diagnosis and hazard identification studies are attracting engineers and
researchers as the first and foremost priority of industries.
Since 1984, different techniques are introduced in order to implement fault diagnosis and hazard
identification for chemical processes [5]. These techniques include Fault Tree Analysis (FTA),
Failure Mode and effect Analysis (FMEA), Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA), Hazard and
Operability Analysis (HAZOP) and etc. Although these techniques are implemented in different
3

industries around the world, however minor and major accidents are still occurring because of
their limitation, such as low accuracy of diagnosis mainly because of lack of accuracy in fault
propagation analysis and slow response time. Moreover, these techniques have to be
implemented by operators and their skill and knowledge are not adequate to monitor process
plant and understand faulty conditions. Therefore human errors are also considered as main
causes of many faults and hazard scenarios in process industry, where more attention is required.
Accurate and quantitative fault propagation analysis is the basic of successful Fault diagnosis
which is a challenging and difficult task because there are many parameters that are involved and
may affect the accuracy of diagnosis. These parameters include types of alarming equipment,
their response time, quality and sufficiency of obtained process data and of course the time delay
in faults. Given these information, implementing an intelligent fault propagation analysis that
overcomes the limitations and enhance fault diagnosis and hazard identification seems to be a
necessary need and concern of industries [6].
Predictive control and monitoring system is under development at the Energy Safety and Control
Laboratory (ESCL) – University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT), which include
developing real-time fault propagation analysis and automated solution for chemical process
industry. The proposed methods are implemented as part of an integrated and intelligent fault
propagation analysis presented in [7-9].

1.2.

Problem Definition

According to industrial statistics, the main reason of 70% of accidents is human error. These
accidents result in significant economic, safety and environmental effects. Despite the infrequent
catastrophic events that result in significant consequences, minor accidents are very common in
4

chemical industries. These frequent minor accidents and incidents cause many injuries, illnesses
and occupational health impacts [1].
Considering the given statistics, in order to implement a successful fault diagnosis and hazard
identification system, it is necessary to reduce the human involvement in controlling and
monitoring chemical processes, which is only possible through the implementation of
quantitative fault propagation analysis and hazard identification system. Existing fault diagnosis
techniques and technologies are limited to analysis of specific fault scenarios in case-by-case
basis, with the considerations of process data without integrating other state variables that might
be involved in any given fault scenario. Typical hazard identification techniques are able to
identify major hazard and fault scenarios while they can’t guarantee complete identification of
all possible hazard scenarios. This means that some fault scenarios might occur for the first time
during plant operation, while operator is not aware of such fault propagation scenario. The use of
simulation might provide potential support to analyze different fault propagation scenarios that
will provide strong knowledgebase to support fault diagnosis during plant operation. In addition,
and because there are large number of process variables that might be involved in each fault
propagation scenario, it is important to study and develop intelligent algorithms to analyze the
relationships among process variables and their impacts on fault propagation scenarios.

1.3.

Research Objective

The primary target of this research is to develop an intelligent simulation-based fault propagation
analysis and hazard identification systems that consists of two modules of pattern recognition
and reasoning. The first module will perform pattern recognition, which will detect inter-relation
patterns among process variables, both quantitatively and qualitatively. The second module is to
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perform the reasoning that builds and tunes the proposed fault semantic networks, which will
support the identification of possible causes and consequences for each fault scenario. The
specific summery of the proposal objectives are as follow:
1. Process data analysis using signal processing technique for de-noising
2. PV-PV interaction analysis and error estimation: Identifying the relationships among
process variables quantitatively using two different methods of genetic programing and
neural network and comparing them.
3. Estimate static probabilities for quantitative fault propagation analysis and identifying

causes and consequences through fault semantic network (FSN).

1.4.

Simulation and Data Collection

In order to generate sufficiently rich data sets in this research, a case study process P&ID is
selected which is proposed by Eastman chemical company at 1990. The process modeled by the
eastman chemical company is a defined chemical process called The Tennessee Eastman (TE)
process [10]. AspenHysys which is simulation software of chemical processes and MATLABSimulink are used to generate data from the TE process.

6

1.5.

Thesis Overview

Figure 1.1 represents the research framework and the thesis is organized as follow.

Figure 1.1: Research Framework



Chapter2-Background, discusses the background and literature of the work that is done
so far.



Chapter 3-Methodology, discusses the theory behind this research. This chapter reviews
the theory of genetic programing (GP) and artificial neural network (ANN)-Nonlinear
Auto-Regressive Exogenous (NARX) as techniques to identify the relationships among
process variables. Also it introduces fault semantic network (FSN) as a new tool to model
a process for the purpose of fault propagation analysis and hazard identification.



Chapter 4-Simulation of chemical process, introduces the simulation software,
simulated chemical process plant, manipulated and measured process variables, their
values, ranges and applied disturbances in detail.



Chapter 5: Results and Discussion, presents the GP and NARX prediction results in
identifying relationships among process variables and compare them by measuring mean
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absolute error. Then it discusses implementation of designed FSN according to the case
study and defined hazard scenarios.


Conclusion and Future works, summarizes the conclusions, discusses the contributions
of this work and proposes further research directions.



Appendixes, are consists of brief MATLAB code of GP and LabVIEW® block diagram
of designed FSN and list of research papers derived during the study.
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Chapter 2

Background

Chapter Summery

Designing real-time intelligent fault propagation analysis and hazard identification is the
purpose of this research. Lacking an accurate and quantitative fault propagation analysis is a
problem that fault diagnosis techniques are suffering. This chapter reviews related works and
researches done in this area. First, it reviews the traditional methods of fault diagnosis and then
focuses on recent approaches such as artificial intelligent and probabilistic approach.

9

2.1.

Traditional Techniques of Fault Diagnosis

As Venkat and his research group [11, 12] reviewed different fault detection and fault diagnosis
methods. They classified fault diagnosis methods in three categories as follow:


Quantitative Model-Based Methods



Qualitative Model-Based Methods



Process History-Based Methods

However, the disadvantages that come with these methods are their limitations in modeling
nonlinear system and having model errors due to the simplicity of approximation that
considerably reduces the effectiveness of these methods.
In another study [13], they tried to design an expert system to implement a real-time fault
diagnosis system using computer-aided techniques. When an abnormal situation arises in
process, real-time data extracted from sensors is stored in an online database and then the expert
system reasons it to find causes and consequences according to the designed knowledgebase.
Similar to the work done at [13], Nan and Khan [14] have studied other computer-aided fault
diagnosis techniques. They proposed a knowledge-based fault diagnosis method that uses fuzzylogic as an inference engine to reason according to the extracted real-time data and
knowledgebase. These techniques were useful and offered practical ways to perform fault
diagnosis. The performance of these fault diagnosis techniques depends on the frequency and
presence of fault data and the quality and accuracy of fault and hazard scenarios’
knowledgebase.
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As part of the researches and works done in the area of computer-aided fault diagnosis, Gelgele
and Wang at [15] have developed a software prototype called EXEDS with application of fault
diagnosis in automotive engines. The software analyzes failure symptoms to diagnose faults and
suggests desired maintenance actions. It consists of knowledgebase and expert system which
include a list of symptoms, diagnosis modules, remedies and associated rules respectively.
Principle component analysis (PCA) is another technique used for the purpose of fault diagnosis
as Shams and Budman used it in fault detection according a set of data extracted from the TE
process [62]. However it has some limitation as Haifeng Chen [63] in a study mentioned the
PCA limitations. The PCA has trouble with high dimensional data and huge number of data. In
addition it has problem with analyzing incomplete data.

2.2.

Artificial Intelligence Methods in Fault Diagnosis

Artificial intelligent techniques are used for different purposes such as pattern recognition, fault
diagnosis, etc. This part presents a background of their applications in pattern recognition and
fault diagnosis.
Different techniques are introduced in the past to uncover the relationship patterns among
process variables [16, 17]. These techniques have some disadvantages over the new ones. The
disadvantages mostly deal with variables distribution. The variables are assumed to distribute
randomly so they may be analyzed either in a limited range or left undetermined, which means
these drawbacks make the technique unable to cover full range of variables. Being unable to
analyze non-linear relation between variables is another disadvantage that traditional techniques
have limitations. Since these techniques are assumed to analyze the variables that are linearly
related; consequently, when it comes to analyzing non-linear relations, the results obtained are
11

poor. Another issue that can be mentioned for traditional methods is their limited representation
way. There are some techniques that overcome these difficulties, such as non-linearity of relation
between the variables, however they could not solve the problem of representation. It is
considered as a critical issue because it requires substantial efforts for the researchers to translate
the analysis results into a suitable representation that is understandable by the human [18].
Moreover, selecting the best combination of variables that result in producing the best solution is
one of the critical problems that these techniques are involved in [19].

2.2.1.

Artificial Neural Network

Artificial Neural network (ANN) which is one of the most favorable techniques in the era of
artificial intelligent. Since it has the ability to detect the interactions between the variables, it has
the potentiality to be considered as a robust technique in predicting systems behaviors and
modeling the processes. Although ANN gains success in the field of modeling and prediction, it
cannot show clearly the relationships among process variables in the form of mathematical
equations [20]. Also ANN gained more popularity in variety of other research fields. ANN is
commonly used in automation, fault diagnosis, and control began at 1992 [21].
H.N. Kolvo [22] used ANN to implement fault diagnosis and real-time control strategy in
chemical process here both static and dynamic fault diagnosis methods are discussed. In
addition, real-time controllers are tested where they demonstrated robustness and good
performance of ANN.
In another interesting work done by Ruiz and his research group [23], they designed a framework
based on artificial neural network for fault diagnosis in batch chemical process. It consists of
ANN structure with knowledge based expert system.
12

Kerpenko, Sepehri and Scuse [24] made further studies on the application of ANN where they
used multilayer neural networks to diagnosis actuator faults in a control valve system.
Parameters such as peak time, dead time, and percentage overshoot are considered as the roots of
faults in the valve. However, the relationships among these parameters are uncovered through
implementing multilayer feed-forward neural networks. The results show that neural network is
able to estimate the faults level accurately.
There are other studies that used ANN for the purpose of fault diagnosis in industries and their
results showed improved capabilities of dynamic neural networks in identifying nonlinear
systems and diagnosing faults [25, 26].

2.2.2.

Genetic Programing

Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Genetic Programming (GP) are other promising techniques for
modeling and prediction of complex systems behavior. They have several advantages over others
to overcome their drawbacks and show the relationships among process variables as prediction
equations. The GP has a great history of application. Despite it can be implemented parallel with
other methodologies, it has been performed for different purposes and problems. The GP has
been used in trading strategies [27], and regression applications [28]. It is also used as a tool to
predict the system behavior such as its application in sediment load prediction [29] and monthly
rainfall prediction [30]. However for the purpose of pattern recognition and fault diagnosis;
Genetic Programing has not been used extensively.
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2.2.3.

Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy trend analysis is another technique that can be used for the purpose of pattern recognition
and trend analysis among process variables. In one study [31], Dash and his researchers tried to
use fuzzy approach in order to overcome the imprecise classification in trend analysis. They used
fuzzy-logic as a trend-based reasoning process to model and reason about process variables in
chemical process industry to detect and diagnosis faults.
In an interesting study, Sampath and Singh [32] compared the accuracy of three methods of
artificial intelligent in diagnosing faults: GA, ANN, and fuzzy logic. The results showed that GA
has better accuracy in fault detection compared with other methods, while ANN shows better
performance than fuzzy.

2.3.

Probabilistic Approaches in Fault Diagnosis

Probabilistic approaches are commonly used in fault diagnosis. Belief or Bayesian networks are
promising probabilistic techniques that can offer accurate calculation of probabilities of faults.
Commonly, the Bayesian Network (BN) technique is applied on fault diagnosis of complex
systems. In a study done by Guzman and Kramer [33], they compared belief network with rulebased expert system and showed how these two methods contrast with each other. An expert
system consists of a knowledgebase made of heuristic rules that demonstrated successful
operation in diagnosing faults. However they have some disadvantages and limitations. The
probabilistic approaches not only overcome these drawbacks, but also construct a logical way to
reason and model the underlying process in order to detect faults accurately.
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Bickford and Malloy [34] used Bayesian approach to develop an online fault diagnosis software
prototype to detect and diagnose faults in turbine engine. The proposed software monitors and
classifies the source and type of sensor, component, and engine faults. The proposed software
provides a mathematical means to integrate data from multiple diagnostic instruments and
algorithms in order to detect and classify faults in real time.
In another similar study done by Romessis and his team [35], they proposed a method for
building Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) to diagnose faults in a gas turbine. The results show
that the proposed method was successful in fault diagnosis with accuracy of %96, which shows
the high reliability of BBN as a probabilistic method in fault detection and diagnosis. Khan and
his group at Memorial University has developed probabilistic framework using BBN to analyze
faults and apply on hazard identification. Their approach provided new features for accurate
prediction of faults and their propagation [5, 14].
Lacking an intelligent, accurate and quantitative fault propagation analysis is an issue that fault
diagnosis techniques are facing with. Integrating artificial intelligent technique with probabilistic
approach would be a novel solution for this issue. Fault semantic network (FSN) can be considered
as a technique to overcome these limitations and implement a successful and accurate fault
propagation analysis.
The proposed fault propagation analysis method is an expert system that identifies corresponding
causes and consequences and links them together. FSN is an integrated framework that is used to link
fault propagation scenarios qualitatively and quantitatively. Bayesian belief network (BBN) is used
to estimate probability of all fault propagation paths, and fuzzy expert system (FES) is used for
reasoning causes and consequences and tuning FSN.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

Chapter Summery

The goal of this work is to implement a real-time and intelligent fault propagation analysis and
hazard identification system. In this study, two types of variables considered as manipulated
(Independent) and measured (Dependant) variables where measured ones are affected by
manipulated variables. To reach the aim of this thesis, the relationships among dependant and
independent process variables have to be identified to see how they affect each other. This
chapter is going to discuss the methodologies proposed in this work. The first step is the
extraction of process data from sensors installed on different equipment in the underlying plant
process. This chapter includes three main parts discussed as follow.
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The ultimate goal of the study is to develop a real-time fault propagation analysis and hazard
identification method through fault semantic network (FSN). Once process data are ready to be
analyzed, the FSN module starts identifying the quantitative relationships among them and
tracing deviations in following steps. The overview of research methodology is presented in
Figure 3.1.
1. Extracting real-time process data: Flow of many process data come from process plant.
These real-time data are extracted from sensors and controllers installed on all equipment
in the underlying plant to monitor the process conditions.
2. Data Processing: Real-time process data are typically associated with noises. Therefore
data processing is needed prior to the application of fault propagation algorithms. In order
to have better data analysis the noise has to be removed through the application of denoising techniques. Therefore once these data are extracted from sensors and prior to start
the analysis, all of them are de-noised separately and simultaneously. To this, wavelet denoising technique is performed in the study. To be able to compare process variables,
they should be in unified scale. Hence, normalization techniques are proposed. Now
process data are ready to go under analysis.
3. Relationship among process variables through GP & NARX: In order to uncover the
relationship among process variables, GP and NARX are used as pattern recognition
techniques to identify their relationship quantitatively. This step analyzes propagation of
faults among process variables, therefore any small deviation in a process variable will be
detected and main cause process variable will be identified. Also, when process goes
outside its defined safety limits causes will be analyzed. Although the FSN can trace the
process deviations from real-time data that dynamically update it, however formulating
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the relationships among process variables is necessary steps. If extracted data are not
complete for any reason such as faulty sensor, sensor failure and etc. the FSN can
recognize the issue through the formulation obtained form process variables inter-actions.
Hence, the FSN will be able to compensate lack of complete data.
4. Fault propagation analysis through FSN: Once the inter-action among process
variables recognized, it is time to trace deviations between process variables and failure
mode in equipment. The FSN represents process variables and failure modes as separate
nodes. To analyze propagation of faults, a database is designed that includes all process
variables, all possible relations among them, different hazard scenarios, associated failure
modes and all possible causes and consequences. FSN is constructed based on ontology
structure of fault models on the basis of process object oriented model (POOM) where
failure mode (FM) is described using symptoms, enablers, process variables, causes, and
consequences and they are represented by separate nodes. The FSN update itself through
real-time process data received from the plant. If any process variable is outside of
defined range (as defined in database), it will be detected. Considering the probability
associated with each node, if-then rules and the defined scenarios in database, the FSN
traces deviations and reason between nodes.
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The framework of the proposed research methodology is presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Framework of Research Methodology
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3.1.

Wavelet De-noising Technique

One of the foremost difficulties that industries are facing is the challenges to extract pure data
from process plants. The extracted data might be incomplete, indirect, or noisy. In order to
perform data analysis and get reliable results, it is a necessity to process data before the analysis.
Processing data makes it possible to enhance the relevant signal characteristics of process
variables [36]. One of the most famous data processing methods is de-noising data. Different
techniques have been introduced [37, 38] to obtain clean process data. Wavelet trend analysis is
one of most promising techniques for de-noising variety of process data sets. It provides robust
capabilities to obtain clean and reliable data. David Donoho has worked on wavelet techniques
for several years [39].
Wavelet technique compresses and de-noises process data without degrading them. It operates
like a filter to assigns coefficients correspond to specific details of process data set. If the detail
is small, it will be omitted without affecting main features of data set. In other word, it sets all
coefficients that are less than a particular threshold to zero [40]. Therefore, the results will be
cleaned-up signals that still show important details.

3.1.1.

De-noising Process Data using Wavelet Technique

Wavelet analysis follows the Fourier transform manner. It uses scales and translated version of
original wavelets

defined as follow.

 j ,k  x     2 j x  k  .
Where

is a constant and

(3.1)

[41]

is the wavelet`s translation. Given this,

follow.
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can be calculated as

^

f  x 

c

j ,k

Where

j ,k

 j ,k  x  .

(3.2)

[41]

is the wavelet coefficient determined from wavelet transform.


c j ,k   f  x  j ,k  x  dx.


(3.3)

[41]

Considering the functions used in the wavelet transform and coefficients, it is possible to find
different signals frequency in a timely manner.
Wavelet analysis basis functions are finite and limited to one size. This makes wavelet analysis a
useful technique for detecting local features in a signal like discontinuities and spikes. Wavelet
analysis is a joint time-frequency analysis technique. This feature also makes wavelet analysis to
tell about when in time a particular event took place.
De-noising the signal is one of the most effective applications of wavelets in signal processing.
The wavelet transform-based de-noising methods can produce much higher de-noising quality
than conventional methods. Furthermore, the wavelet transform-based methods retain the details
of a signal after de-noising [41, 42]. Wavelet function assigns coefficients of C j,k corresponds to
signals of data by wavelet transform. These coefficients indicate the contribution of wavelet
in processing data. If the coefficient is small, it means that the contribution is small
therefore it has to be omitted form the processing [43].

3.1.2.

Application of Wavelet Technique in the Study

In this study, wavelet technique is used to remove the noise from extracted process data. The
results of its performance in discussed in chapter 5 in detail.
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3.2.

Genetic Programing

As it is mentioned in the literatures, evolutionary methods are under many studies for the
purpose of pattern recognition. Genetic programing (GP) is one of these methods used by many
researchers [27-30]. GP is a promising technique for modeling and prediction of complex
systems behavior. This capability of GP in pattern recognition and prediction of system
behaviour can meet the requirement of this study in identifying the inter-relation pattern among
process variable.
Genetic Programing is an evolutionary model and one of the machine learning techniques. It is
an evolutionary algorithm-based methodology inspired by natural evolution to use computation
in solving problems. The GP is first introduced by Koza (1992) [44]. It provides a framework to
automatically create a computer program from variety of functions and terminals. To this aim,
The GP uses Darwin principle of natural selection to genetically produce a population of
computer programs. The process is illustrated in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Genetic Programing

The GP starts the program by a randomly generated population from computer programs. It
creates new generation by automatically breeding the population. Genetic programing use
different genetic operation to apply on the selected individuals where they are selected based on
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probability of participation and their fitness value. In fact, the process of solving problems in GP
is to find the fittest individual.
As it is shown in Figure 3.3 [9], genetic programing represents the functions in tree structure
where any mathematical function can be represented in this form. In order to interpret the tree
structure, the interpretation starts from the root node located in sub-trees.

Figure 3.3: Tree Structure Representation

The tree shows a function and the leaves are called terminals. The tree includes nodes and links
to connect the node together where nodes show the mathematical operation or any executive
operation.

3.2.1.

Steps of Genetic Programing

There are 5 major preparatory steps for implementation of Genetic Programing.
1. Set of process variables to get involved in the program
2. The objective function
3. Some criterion to control the pattern recognition of process data
4. Some criterion to terminate the pattern recognition of process data
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Figure 3.4 shows the flowchart of Genetic Programing. It specifies the basic sequence of
executional steps that are as follow:
1. Randomly create an initial population of individuals composed of functions and
terminals.
2. Creating new generation with the following steps:
2.1. Run the program with each population and assign the corresponding fitness value.
2.2. Select two pair of individuals to be implemented by genetic operations according to the
probability of participation and fitness value.

3. Creating new individual by applying the following operation:
3.1. Reproduction: Copy the selected individual to the new population.
3.2. Crossover: Create new individuals by recombining the randomly selected part of individuals.
3.3. Mutation: Create new individuals by randomly mutating the randomly selected part of
individuals.

4. Selecting the best-so-far individual during the run [44].
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Figure 3.4: Genetic Programing Flowchart

3.2.2.

Initialization

Initialization of a population is the first step of the GP. In GP, the initialization is defined as
process of randomly creating an initial population of computer programs consist of functions and
terminals. Initialization continues till the maximum assigned depth for trees met. In other words,
maximum tree depth is a constraint for initialization process. There are 2 main initializing
methods called full method and grow method. There is another method which is a combination of
full and grow methods, which is called Ramped Half-and-Half Method.
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3.2.2.1.

Grow Initialization Method

The search space for the GP to create a population is composed of functions represented by tree
structure. A tree is made of terminals and mathematical operations and it continues to grow till
meet the maximum tree depth value. Tree starts initially with depth = 0. If the depth of tree is
less than the assigned maximum tree size, the nodes are chosen randomly from terminals and
internals nodes. Then the grow method has to be called to create child nodes. The algorithm 1
shows how the grow algorithm generate child nodes.
Algorithm 3.1 node grow (depth):

(3.1)

[45]

if depth < maximum tree depth
node ← random(T ∪ I)
for i = 1 to number of children of node do
childi = grow(depth+1)
od
else
node ← random(T )
fi
return node

The grow method starts with creating a root node from non-terminal n1. Next, the terminal T1 in
created as a child and the other child is an internal node n2. The T1 cannot grow more because it
is a termination element however the n2 grows and the grow procedure repeats for it to produce
children. Figure 3.5 shows the grow method in detail.

Figure 3.5: Grow Initializing Method
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3.2.2.2.

Full Initialization Method

The full initializing method is another main method of initialization. The full method performs
like the grow one with one important difference. In full method, if the tree depth is smaller than
the maximum depth of tree, the nodes has to be chosen randomly from nonterminal nodes and
terminals are chosen just beyond the depth size. Algorithm 2 shows the detail of full method as
follow:
Algorithm 3.2 node full (depth):

(3.2)

[45]

if depth < maximum tree depth
node ← random(I)
for i = 1 to number of children of node do
childi = grow(depth+1)
od
else
node ← random(T )
fi
return node

As figure 3.6 shows, n1 has been selected as the root node and full method starts to generate
children. The n2 which is internal node is created as the first child and it terminates by T1. Same
procedure has been done for the second child is n3 which is again an internal node and
terminates by T2.

Figure 3.6: Full Initialization Method
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3.2.2.3.

Ramped Half-and-Half Method

The ramped half-and- half method is a combination of full and grow methods. If D is the
assigned value for maximum tree depth, the ramped half-and-half method divides the population
to D-1 parts. Each part has the tree depth value of 2 to D. Finally the resultant trees are mixture
of full and grow methods [45].

3.2.3.

Selection

Initialization creates the initial population by different methods of initialization. Then, it is the
time to select some individuals from the population to breed a new generation. Each individual
consists of a pair of manipulated and measure process variables. Selection is a procedure to
select individuals according to their fitness values. Fitness value is obtained from fitness function
defined for procedure of selection.

3.2.4.

Fitness Function

Fitness function is a particular type of objective function that generally measures how much the
solution is close to the desired target result. In genetic programing, the fitness function is used to
find the best individual between the generated populations. It assigns a fitness value for each
individual and the pair which is closer to the set aim; it would be the best-so-far solution.
In GP, for many problems, the fitness measure is calculated by the error created by computer
program. The computer program is better that has smaller error and the error tends to zero. The
criterion to measure fitness can be any and it differs according to environment.
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The general form of an objective function is as follow:
Maximize or Minimize

∑

(3.4)

Where Ci = the objective function coefficient corresponding to the ith variable
Xi = the ith decision variables.
The coefficients of the objective function indicate the contribution to the value of the objective
function of one unit of the corresponding variable. For example, if the objective function is to
maximize the present value of a project, and Xi is the ith possible activity in the project,
then ci (the objective function coefficient corresponding to Xi) gives the net present value
generated by one unit of activity i.

3.2.5.

Genetic Operation

In the first step of genetic programing, which is the initialization, the initial population has been
created and evaluated by fitness function to find the best individual parents. Since genetic
variation is a necessity for the process of evolution, In order to have a diversity of genetic in the
process the next step is to create offspring from parents. So operators have to be used to shuffle
the genetics and keep the diversity in the population by creating offspring. The operators are
called genetic operators that include crossover, mutation, and reproduction.

3.2.5.1.

Crossover:

Crossover is one of the basic genetic operators used to create new generation by swapping the
chromosomes between the generations. The crossover exchanges the taken gens from parents to
create child. The swapping process should be done in crossover point where the point has to be
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selected randomly based on probability. The point can be either a node or a link between nodes
in parent individuals and swapping the sub-tree between them. Figure 3.7 shows the procedure of
crossover operation.

Figure 3.7: Crossover Operator Mates the Parents

3.2.5.2.

Mutation:

Mutation is another basic genetic operator. It is used to generate new population from the initial
one. The mutation consists of a randomly mutation point in the tree and moving some sub-tree
from their initial state. In the process of evolution, mutation selects sub-trees according to their
probabilities. The procedure of mutation operation is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Mutation Operation

3.2.5.3.

Reproduction

The third genetic operation is reproduction that can be considered as the easiest one. The
reproduction operator acts in simple way where it just copies selected individuals to the new
generation. Like other genetic operators, the process of individual selection in the reproduction is
done according to probability [46].

3.2.6.

GP Applications in Fault Propagation

The purpose of using GP in this study is identifying the relationships among process variables.
As mentioned in this section, GP starts the analysis process by creating individuals where each
individual includes manipulated and measured process variables which are input and output
respectively. First, it selects the best individuals according to assigned fitness function then it
identifies the inter-relation patterns between input and output. In other word, GP formulates
relationships among process variables. The results of GP application in this research in discussed
in chapter 5 in detail.
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3.3.

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

As it is mentioned in the literatures, artificial intelligent methods are under many studies for the
purpose of pattern recognition and fault propagation analysis. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
as one of these methods is used by many researchers [20-26]. As GP, ANN is also a well-known
technique for modeling of complex systems behavior and fault propagation. Therefore these
characteristics of ANN can meet the requirement of this study in identifying the inter-relation
pattern among process variable.
ANN refers to artificial neural network which consists of processing elements, inter-connecting
artificial neurons, links between neurons with assigned values called weights. In artificial neural
network, all elements operate in parallel.
In the architecture of neural network, neurons create a brain-like structure to represent
mathematical model of a system. They are constructed to mimic the properties of biological
neurons. In summery neural network is a computational system inspired processing and learning
ability of biological brain. Figure 3.9 shows an overall view of neural network.

Figure 3.9: Overall View of Neural Network
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3.3.1.

Basics of Artificial Neural Network

An artificial neural network is a biological inspired of computational model composed of layers
of neurons. Layers of neurons consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer are
connected together to build the whole structure of neural network. A brief description of ANN
components are as follow.


Input connections that are
weights



and they are linked through connections with

.

Input function

which is a function of

that are inputs and weights

respectively.


Activation function calculates the activation level of a neuron.



Output function calculates the output value of a neuron.

A neuron is a function of the output vector
formula 3.5 where

and the output can be derived from the

is the function typically the sigmoid function [47].
[

∑

]

(3.5)

[47]

First mathematical model of a neuron is proposed by McCulloch and Pits at 1943 [57]. Figure
3.10 represents a mathematical model of an artificial neuron where
∑

(3.6)
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[57]

Figure 3.10: Mathematical Model of an Artificial Neural Network

As it is shown in Figure 3.10, artificial neural network receives inputs with their assigned
weights. These inputs with their weights have to be summed and transferred to produce output.

3.3.2.

ANN Architecture

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, neural network composed of elements made a
brain-like structure. Basically the structure of neural network is a multi-layer structure. It
consists of one input layer, many hidden layers located between input and output layer, and one
output layer. There are several types of neural network architectures described briefly as follow.


Feed Forward Architecture: In the feed forward architecture, the flow of information
is from input neurons toward output ones. In other word, there is no backward direction
and neurons don’t have any information from previous ones.



Recurrent Architecture: Recurrent or feedback architecture has same structure as
feed forward. However there are connections from output neurons toward input ones. In
other words, information flows in both direction of forward and backward.
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3.3.3.

Learning Modes of ANN

Although ANN has promising features, however the most interesting feature of ANN is its
learning capability. Learning capability makes ANN able to adapt itself with any environment.
The network can be trained according to input data in a way to produce desired output. The
learning capability of ANN is possible through some learning algorithm. Learning algorithms are
mainly categorized in three categories.
1. Supervised Learning: Procedure of supervised learning includes input and desired
output. Network is trained according to both input and its corresponding output. In fact
training process continues until network associate input to its corresponding output.
2. Unsupervised Learning: Unlike the supervised learning in this type of learning,
algorithm just includes input. All inputs have to be supplied to network so it would be
able to be trained to identify the system structure.
3. Reinforcement Learning: This type of learning is a combination of supervised and
unsupervised learning. Inputs are supplied to the network and it is trained with a look at
output calculated by neural network [48].

3.3.4.

The NARX Network

As mentioned in previous part of this chapter, in recurrent structure of neural network, the
application of feedback can have variety of forms. It can be either from output neurons to input
ones called global feedback or it can be output to hidden layers [49].
Mapping input to its corresponding output in one of the applications of the recurrent network. In
order to implement the mapping technique, input-output recurrent network has been used.
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Figure 3.11 shows the structure of a nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous inputs (NARX)
model. It is a multiple input, single output model where the input
through tapped-delay-line memory of
line memory of

units. The output

is applied to the system
is also fed to a tapped-delay-

units. These memories are used to fed the input of the multilayer perception.

Figure 3.11: Nonlinear Autoregressive Exogenous Inputs Model (NARX)

As shown in the Figure 3.11, the output

is one step ahead of input

by one unit of

time. The other vectors applied to input layer of multilayer perception are as follow.
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Inputs that include

represent exogenous inputs come

from outside of the network


Outputs that include

.

Given this, the dynamic behaviour of NARX is as follow.
(3.7)
Where

is a nonlinear function and

The nonlinear mapping

and

denote output and input respectively.

is an unknown function and can be approximated by a standard

multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network. The resulting connectionist architecture is then called a
NARX network. Training the NARX network, it can be carried out in one out of two modes:


Series-Parallel (SP) Mode: In this case, the output's regressor is formed only by actual
values of the system's output.



Parallel (P) Mode: In this case, estimated outputs are fed back and included in the
output's regressor.

3.3.5.

ANN-NARX Application in Fault Propagation

NARX is a special mode of neural network and as it is shown in Figure 3.11, it consists of
multiple inputs and one output. For the application of NARX for this study, the manipulated
variables are inputs and measured one is output. According to the module described for NARX,
it identifies the inter-relations patterns among inputs and the output which are manipulated and
measured process variables respectively. Relationships among process variables are shown by
weights. The results of NARX application are described in chapter 5 in detail.
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3.4.

Fault Semantic Network (FSN)

This section is going to introduce a computer technique which is a tool of representing
knowledge based on the relationship between variables called Fault semantic network (FSN).
Originally, FSN described by Gabber at 2007 [50] is a graphical model used for reasoning under
uncertainty. The FSN consists of nodes and arcs where nodes represent variables and arcs show
the connection between variables. Connections represent qualitative or quantitative relationship
between nodes. FSN has the ability to represent the relation between variables both
quantitatively and qualitatively. In addition it is able to dynamically change according to
different pre-defined scenarios and their probabilities.
The theory behind the FSN is discussed briefly in this part and explained that how FSN can
create a semantic network of process variables to interpret and model behaviour of any system
dynamically. The process we are focusing on is a part of chemical process, so the nodes are
representing process variables such as, temperature, pressure, flow rate and etc.

3.4.1.

Semantic Network

Semantic network is a network structure that represents relations between concepts. The earliest
attempt has been done by Collins and Quillian at 1969 [51] when they introduce semantic
network in a tree structure (directed or undirected graph) consists of nodes and arcs where nodes
represent concepts and connections show relations between nodes. Figure 3.12 shows a treestructured semantic network.
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Figure 3.12: Tree-Structured of Fault Semantic Network

Semantic network models systems in order to represent different concepts such as, statistical,
taxonomic and industrial and specify relations between them. Specifying relations between
concepts is possible by implementing a special set of procedure that performs reasoning between
them.
Semantic network could get success and gain more attention in different industries because of its
wide application such as fault recognition, root cause analysis and etc. Fault semantic network is
one of the promising applications of semantic network to find the causes and consequences
which is applicable in variety of industrial processes.

3.4.2.

Basics of Fault Semantic Network (FSN)

Fault Semantic Network is a graphical model that represents a system as a semantic network in
an uncertain domain. The FSN is composed of nodes and arcs where nodes are selected from a
} and directed arcs that represent

set of random variables represented by{
connections between two different nodes,

. In other words, the directed arc shows the
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relation from node

to node

and it is not possible to return to node

by following the same

directed arc. In the FSN, the strength of the relationship between variables is assigned by
different reasoning methods that will be discussed in next parts.
Implementing the FSN for a process with lots of process variables is not an easy job especially
when you are asked to do it in real world. There are steps that should be undertaken by engineers
and researchers to let them create a dynamic modelling of a process as a semantic network that
contains all the possible faults and possible relationships between variables. The steps are going
to discuss in this chapter briefly. In order to describe clearly application of semantic networks in
real industries, Vibration in a pump has been used as an example.
Example: Analysis of technical inspector in a refinery records some vibration in a pump that
pumps water from a separator in down-stream to an up-stream tank. There are different causes
that can results in pump vibration. According to relevant information and historical data it is
possible that pressure increase and existence of vapor in pump are 2main causes of vibration in
the pump. Finally vibration test certainly shows existence of vibration in pump.

3.4.3.

Nodes and process variables

The first thing that has to be considered for the theory behind nodes in a semantic network is to
answer the following question:


What variables are nodes representing?



What values should be assigned for each node?



What is the state of each node?
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The value assigned for each node may change as the semantic network in changing dynamically,
however a node should take exactly one value at a time. Nodes are categorized in different types
according to their assigned value. Different types of node are as follow:


Boolean Nodes: This type of nodes taking binary values of true (T) or false (F). For
instance the node that is showing vibration represents the vibration fault in pump.



Ordered Values: In this type, the node is given some qualitative values such as, low,
medium and high. For example, the node represent pressure can get any values of
medium.



Integral Values: It is a quantitative value given to a node. For example the node
representing age of the pump can take any values between 1 to 10 years. Values should
be chosen in a way to represent the domain effectively.

In order to make the example clearer, the nodes name, type of nodes and their values are shown
in Table 3.1.

Table 3.2: Nodes Specification for the Pump Vibration Example

Node Name

Node Type

Pressure

Binary

Pump Age

Integral

Vapor Inside

Boolean

{

}

Vibration

Boolean

{

}

Vibration Test

Boolean

{

}
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Node Value
{

}

{

}

The provided example is an example just to show early stages to making nodes in a semantic
network. The example provides limited number of nodes, for instance it just cover vibration fault
in a pump however there are other fault that should be covered in the semantic network to be
complete. In addition, the assigned values should be exact and cover all ranges. For instance the
pressure may have a value between low and high that is necessary to be considered [52, 60].

3.4.4.

Structure of Fault Semantic Network

The structure of a semantic network should represent relations between variables qualitatively
and quantitatively. In the FSN, nodes correspond to different faults/causes/consequences and
directed arcs are links between them describe the dependencies. Initially, FSN is constructed
based on ontology structure of fault models on the basis of process object oriented model
(POOM) where failure mode (FM) is described using symptoms, enablers, process variables,
causes, and consequences. Considering the example provided at the beginning of this section, the
fault is vibration in a pump. The next thing that should be considered is factors that affect pump
vibration that are pressure and existing vapor inside the pump. So directed arcs has to be added
from nodes pressure and vapor inside toward the node vibration. Same procedure happens
between the node vibration and next nodes. Since vibration in pump results in having vibration
test, so a directed arc has to be drawn from node vibration to the node vibration test. Figure 3.13
shows the complete structure of the FSN for the pump vibration example.
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Figure 3.13: A FSN for the Vibration Fault in Pump

Since the structure of semantic network is similar to tree, they have common terminology. A
node that doesn’t have parent called root node and the node that has no child called leaf. Any
other nodes in between called an intermediate node. Given this, in a semantic network the root
node represent the root cause and the leaf represents consequence. Considering the given
example, pressure and vapor inside can be considered as root causes.

3.4.5.

Relationships between Nodes

After the brief introduction about semantic network, its structure and its components, in this
section the connections between nodes will be described. This can be done through different
approaches, such as assigning probability distribution for each node.
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Probabilistic Approach: After setting up the structure of semantic network, next step is
to consider all the possible combination of a node with its neighbors both as parent and
child. Then a probability value has to be assigned for each combination separately. For
instance, consider the pump vibration node. The pressure and vapor inside nodes have
four possible combinations of {
}.

probability value{


} and each one has its own

Fuzzy Approach: In FSN, nodes correspond to different faults/causes/consequences and
connections between them describe the dependencies. In fuzzy approach, Rules are
associated with each transition of the causation model within FSN. In other word,
relations between variables are described by specifying some if-then-else statement. For
example, vibration in pump might be associated with rules such as (IF Pressure = Low
AND Vapor inside = True THEN FM = Pump vibration). These rules are initially defined
in generic form based on domain knowledge, i.e. regardless of plant specific knowledge
and then explained for plant specific.



Mathematical Formulation and Activation Function: in this type of reasoning,
relations between concepts are specified by mathematical equations. Mathematical
equations are composed mathematical functions such as, Sin, Logarithmic, and arithmetic
functions like, subtraction, division and etc. For example the relation between pressure
and pump vibration can be formulated as,
stand for pressure and

where

represent vibration in pump. The formula which is a sample of

genetic programing result shows the relation between pressure, as a cause, and pump
vibration, as consequence, and the link between them.
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3.4.6.

Reasoning in Fault Semantic Network

Fault semantic network has the ability to change dynamically. It means that as the system is
running, semantic network is changing as well and new data are replacing with old one. In order
to get proper result from semantic network, it has to reason in a way to follow the changes in
system appropriately. It is necessary to reason the network so that it can be dynamically adapted
according to changes in operational conditions [52].
Fault semantic network maps process variables and reason their qualitative and quantitative
relationships in systematic way. There are different types of reasoning that help engineers and
researchers in process industry. Figure 3.14 shows four types of reasoning.


Diagnostic Reasoning: In this type, reasoning starts from symptoms and results in
causes so the reasoning direction is opposite to the arc direction. In the pump example,
vibration test results can be considered as a symptom. Having positive result of vibration
test shows existence of vibration in pump. In other word, it is possible to recognize the
fault and then see whether pressure and vapor inside can be causes.



Predictive Reasoning: This type of reasoning predicts faults in advance even without
assuming symptoms. For instance increasing pressure in down-stream unit of the pump
may not be a cause of pump vibration; however it increases probability of occurrence of
vibration. In this case, engineers should expect more symptoms such as vibration test
results.



Inter-causal Reasoning: This type of reasoning is used when multiple causes result in
one consequence. For instance, both pressure and existence of vapor in pump can result
in one consequence which is vibration in pump.
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Combined Reasoning: Sometimes by using the three mentioned type of reasoning you
can’t end up with satisfactory results. So it is needed to combine the above reasoning
methods to get acceptable results. Figure 3.14(d) shows a combination of predictive and
diagnostic reasoning.

What are discussed and what are going to be discussed:
In this chapter the methodology behind this work includes:




Data processing (Wavelet Technique)
Pattern recognition techniques (GP & NARX)
Fault semantic network

are discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 is going to describe the chemical process plant selected for the
purpose of data extraction and identifying faults and hazard associated with
the applied deviations and disturbances.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.14: Types of Reasoning. Figure 3.14(a) diagnostic reasoning. Figure 3.14(b) shows predictive reasoning. Figure3.14(c)
shows inter-causal reasoning and Figure 3.14(d) shows the combined reasoning [52].
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Chapter 4

Chemical Plant Process Simulation

Chapter Summery
Chapter 4 first, discusses the necessity of using simulation in different industries. Then it
describes the selected chemical process plant, manipulated (independent) and measured
(dependant) process variables, designed deviations and disturbances for the purpose of this
research in detail. Deviations are considered as manipulating dependant variables.Despite the
deviations, some disturbances are also applied to affect the operation of process plant. In
summary, there are some deviations that applied to the process under four certain disturbed
operational conditions.Two softwares of AspenHysys and MATLAB are used to simulate
chemical processes in the study.
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4.1.

Why Simulation?

Over the yerars, the process involved in industries considerably changed and incearisingly get
more complex. Processes and operations that were controlled by operatore before, now it is
getting very difficult to control them by conventional control strategoies. It is getting more
serious in industries that are dealing with reactions especially the chemical ones, hazardous
materials and more complex processes.
Generally, it is easy and reasonable for simple processes to take the risk of implementing
different control strategies, changes in process variable on real plant to chesk feed back of
system. However, when it comes to a complex process like a chemicla process that dealis with
hazardous material, it is a risky option to implement different tests, changes and strategies on
real plant. Nowadays, with the developed technology in simulation and control strategies, it is
highly recommended to use simulation for this aim.
It is very important to Creat a model of a system or simulate a process in advance. The reason for
this are:


To protect the human, equipment and environment from unsafe condition.



To be able to test and analyze system or process in a short period of time.

Using modeling and simulation gives operators and engineers the opportunity to analyze the
process from different points of view such as, changing process variables in the process, testing
the tolerances of equipments, checking the margines for changes, implementing variaty of
control strategy in the process to see the system feedback. In other words, simulation
environment givesresearchers and operators the possibility of implementing all the options you
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can do in real industrial environment without being worried about hazards and unsafe operational
condition. For instance in a simulation of plant shutdown, there is no potential of damage or or
accident but it helps designers to dsign the process more efficient and safe.
Different tools including simulation software and modelling tools has been introduced and
developed to model variaty of processes and systems in different industries. Matlab, Aspen are
two powerful software used for this purposes in oil and gas industries.

4.2.

Tennessee Eastman (TE) Process

One important modeling tools proposed for the researchers and studies is launched by Eastman
chemical company at 1990. The process modeled by the eastman chemical company is a defined
chemical process alled The Tennessee Eastman (TE) process.
The Tennessee Eastman (TE) process is a designed chemical process that has been introduced by
Downs and Vogel in early 1990 [53]. Afterward, it became as a standard process to be used by
industries and researchers in different experiments with different purposes such as comparison of
control strategies, fault detection and etc. Since the TE process represents a real chemical process
with real faults, many authors have used the TE process as a valid simulated process and
published their results based on that [54, 55]. Number of parameters, disturbances, complexities
and control strategies implemented in the TE Process make it more similar to a real process and
reliable to be applicable in different perspectives.
The TE process is a well design process to model and analyze a nonlinear and open-loop
unstable chemical process from different point of views. The process consists of five major units
of operation including, a vapor-liquid separator, a compressor,two reactors, a condenser and a
product stripping column. The TE diagram and 8 components are shown in Table 4.1 [53]. The
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nonlinearity characteristic of the process in mainly because of chemical reactions in the reactors.
Figur 4.1 shows a schematic view of the TE process.
The process produces two products and two by-products from four reactions as follow:
,

Product 1,

(1)

,

Product 2,

(2)

By-product,

(3)

By-product

(4)

,
,

Where in the process there are four feed streams of A, D, E, and C, one product stream, and one
purge stream. Almost all of the inert (B) enters in the largest feed (C), which actually contains
almost 50% of component [54]. Table 4.1 shows the component physical properties.

Table4.1: Physical Properties of Components
Component

Molecular
Weight

Liquid
Density
(kgm-3)

Liquid Heat
Capasity
(kj kg-1 C-1)

Vapor Heat
Capacity
(kj kg-1 C-1)

Heat of
Vaporization
(kj kg-1)

A

2.0

----

----

14.6

----

B

25.4

----

----

2.04

----

C

28.0

----

----

1.05

----

D

32.0

299

7.66

1.85

202

E

46.0

365

4.17

1.87

372

F

48.0

328

4.45

2.02

372

G

62.0

612

2.55

0.712

523

H

76.0

617

2.45

0.628

486
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The reactant A, D and E directly enter the reactor while the reactant C firstly enter the product
stripper and then through a rcycle steam process reaches the reactor. Products of the reactor exit
from the upper exit of the reactor and enter the condesor for condensation process. The
condenser converts vapor to liquid and then the condensor products passed through the vaporliquid separator. The separator has to separate vapor from liquid where the liquid which is
heavier exits from down and the vapor which is lighter exits from up. The liquified product form
separator trasfer to product stripper to purified and the vapor product transfer to compressor to
recycle reactor as feed or exit in purge stream.
The TE process produces two main products of G and H through four reactions. All reactions are
irreversible and exothermic. The reaction rates are a function of temperature through the
Arrhenius expression:

(4.1)

Where:
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[53]

Figure 4.1: Tennessee Eastman (TE) process [54]
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There are six different operating mode defined for the TE process according to the plant
production rate and ratio between the two main products of G and H. The six operating modes
are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Plant Operating Modes

Modes

G/H Mass Ratio

Production Rate (Stream 11)

1

50/50

7038 kg hr-1 G – 7038 kg hr-1 H

2
3
4
5
6

10/90
90/10
50/50
10/90
90/10

1408 kg hr-1 G – 12699 kg hr-1 H
10000 kg hr-1 G – 1111 kg hr-1 H
Maximum Production Rate
Maximum Production Rate
Maximum Production Rate

4.2.1.

Manipulated and Measured Variables

As discuused before, the TE process gradually gained more attention and became as a reference
process to be used by engineers and researchers for different purposes and appliocations.
Features like, variaty of process variables, disturbances, complexities and control strategies
implemented in the TE Process make it realistic.
The TE process has 41 measured and 12 manipulated variables where manipulated variables are
considered as independent and measured ones as dependent. In order to see how manipulated
variables affect the measured ones, they are changing either randomly or by steps under normal
and disturbed operational condition. The manipulated and measured variables are shown in Table
4.3 and Table 4.4 respectively.
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Table 4.3: Process manipulated variable

Variable Name

Variable
Number

Base case
Value (%)

Low
Limit

High
Limit

Units

D Feed Flow (stream 2)

XMV (1)

63.053

0

5811

Kgh-1

E Feed Flow (stream 3)

XMV (2)

53.980

0

8354

Kgh-1

A Feed Flow (Stream 1)

XMV (3)

24.644

0

1.017

kscmh

A and C Feed Flow (stream 4)

XMV (4)

61.302

0

15.25

kscmh

Compressor Recycle Valve

XMV (5)

22.210

0

100

%

Purge valve (Stream 9)

XMV (6)

40.064

0

100

%

Separator Pot Liquid Flow (stream
10)

XMV (7)

38.100

0

65.71

m3h-1

Stripper Liquid Product Flow
(stream 11)

XMV (8)

46.534

0

49.10

m3h-1

Stripper Steam Valve

XMV (9)

47.446

0

100

%

Reactor Cooling Water Flow

XMV (10)

41.106

0

227.1

m3h-1

Condenser Cooling Water Flow

XMV (11)

18.114

0

272.6

m3h-1

Agitatopr Speed

XMV (12)

50.000

150

250

rpm
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Table 4.4: Measured variables

Variable Name

Variable Number

Base Case Value

Units

A feed (stream I)

XMEAS (1)

0.25052

kscmh

D feed (stream 2)

XMEAS (2)

3664.0

Kgh-1

E feed (stream 3)

XMEAS (3)

4509.3

Kgh-1

A and C feed (stream 4)

XMEAS (4)

9.3477

kscmh

Recycle flow (stream 8)

XMEAS (5)

26.902

kscmh

Reactor feed rate
(stream 6)
Reactor pressure

XMEAS (6)

42.339

kscmh

XMEAS (7)

2705.0

Kpa gauge

Reactor level

XMEAS (8)

75.000

%

Reactor temperature

XMEAS (9)

120.40

C

Purge rate (strc:ant 9)

XMEAS (10)

0.33712

kscmh

Product separator
tetnperature
Product separator level

XMEAS (11)

80.109

C

XMEAS (12)

50.000

%

Product separator
pressure
Product separator
underflow (stream 10)
Stripper level

XMEAS (13)

2633.7

Kpa gauge

XMEAS (14)

25.160

m3h-1

XMEAS (15)

50.000

%

Stripper pressure

XMEAS (16)

3102.2

Kpa gauge

Stripper underflow
(stream I I)
Stripper temperature

XMEAS (17)

22.949

m3h-1

XMEAS (18)

65.731

C

Stripper steam flow

XMEAS (19)

230.31

Kgh-1

Compressor work

XMEAS (20)

341.43

kw

Reactor cooling water
outlet temperature
Separator cooling water
outlet temperature

XMEAS (21)

94.599

C

XMEAS (22)

77.297

C
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4.2.2.

Disturbances

Twenty disturbances named by IDV (1) to IDV (20) have been simulated to be implemented in
different probability of occurrence in the TE process for generating sets of data for different
purposes. The disturbances are chosen in a way to cover all the operational aspects of TE
process. A brief description of modelled disturbances are mentioned here also Table 4.5 shows
the disturbances and their type of changes.


Disturbance 1: It is caused by an increase of component C in stream 4, then the component A
decreases and the component B is constant. Disturbance 1 causes impalnce in reactor feed in the
reactor and as a result, reactor pressure increases.



Disturbance 2: It is same as disturbance 1 with the same A/C feed ratio but in the disturbance 2,
there is an increase in component B in Feed C.



Disturbance 3: The temperature of feed D increases that causes increase intemperature and
pressure of the reactor.



Disturbance 4: Same as disturbance 3, it is a step change increasing of in the reactor cooling
water temperature that causes an increase in reactor inlet temperature.



Disturbance 5: Same as disturbance 3, it is a step change increasing of in the condenser cooling
water inlet temperature.



Disturbance 6: It is because of loss of feed A which causes imbalace of chemical composition in
reactor feed and finnaly as a result the plant shuts down.



Disturbance 7: This disturbance in because of loass of C head pressure and adecrease in reactor
pressure is the effect.



Disturbance 8: It happens when there is a random variation on compositions in the reactor feed
stream which causes imbalance in components inside the reactor.



Disturbance 9: This disturbance is because of random variation of temperature in feed D.
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Disturbance 10: Same as disturbance 9, it is because of random variation of temperature in feed
C.



Disturbance 11: It is because of random variation of reactor cooling water inlet temperature that
causes temperature variation in the reactor.



Disturbance 12: Rapid fluctuation in condenser cooling water inlet temperature which results in
a decrease in condenser output temperature.



Disturbance 13: It is due to imbalances in reactor kinetics. It may be slower than normal
operation that affects the reaction products.



Disturbance 14: Stickiness in the reactor cooling water valve is the cause disturbance 14.
Fluctuation in flow rate, pressure and temperature are the consequences of sticky valve.



Disturbance 15: Stickiness in the condenser cooling water valve is the cause disturbance 15.
Fluctuation in flow rate, pressure and temperature are the consequences of sticky valve.



Disturbance 16: Although Downs and Vogel didn’t explain the details of disturbances 16 to
disturbance 20 but other references [56] shows that It is because of slow drift in temperature of
the utility stream.



Disturbance 17: According to [56], it is a sinusoidal variation of utility stream’s temperature. As
a result it is expected to have sinusiodal variation in other process variables such as reactor
pressure and temperature.



Disturbance 18: It is probably due to extra noises during the process of sampling measurements
values.



Disturbance 19: Probably existance of noise in striiper is the cause of the disturbance 19.
Fluctioation in production rate is expected as a consequence.



Disturbance 20: It is blockage in condenser tube and it cosequently causes fluctuation in the
temperture of cooling water [56].
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Table 4.5: Process Disturbances
Process Variable

Variable
Number

Type

A/C feed ratio, B composition constant (stream 4)

IDV (1)

Step

B composition, A/C ratio constant (stream 4)

IDV (2)

Step

D feed temperature (stream 2)

IDV (3)

Step

Reactor cooling water inlet temperature

IDV (4)

Step

Condenser cooling water inlet temperature

IDV (5)

Step

A feed loss (stream I)

IDV (6)

Step

C header pressure loss--reduced availability (stream 4)

IDV (7)

Step

A, B, C feed composition (stream 4)

IDV (8)

Random variation

D feed temperature (stream 2)

IDV (9)

Random variation

C feed temperature (stream 4)

IDV (10)

Random variation

Reactor cooling water inlet temperature

IDV (11)

Random variation

Condenser cooling water inlet temperature

IDV (12)

Random variation

Reaction kinetics

IDV (13)

Slow drift

Reactor cooling water valve

IDV (14)

Sticking

Condenser cooling water valve

IDV (15)

Sticking

Unknown

IDV (16)

Unknown

Unknown

IDV (17)

Unknown

Unknown

IDV (18)

Unknown

Unknown

IDV (19)

Unknown

Unknown

IDV (20)

Unknown
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4.3.

Process Data Simulation

In order to implement fault semantic network on a process, the first step is generate data from the
process. To train the GP and designed FSN perfectly, Data must be from different types as
follow:


Normal operational condition



Disturbed operational condition

Also to get better results and modelling, the data should be captured from variety of spots in the
plant. To this aim, a simulation of TE process in Simulink environment has been used.

4.3.1.


Simulation Software

AspenHysys, is a comprehensive process modelling and simulation software used to
simulate the processes in oil, gas, and chemical industries [58].



MATLAB-Simulink, developed by MathWorks, is a commercial tool for modeling,
simulating and analyzing systems dynamically. Simulink is widely used in simulation of
processes and modelling systems that are going to be analyzed for different purposes
such as simple cases like data generation and complicated cases like control theory. Its
great ability in simulation and modeling satisfy set of engineering requirement.

Simulation of the TE process is an important and necessary step in reaching the goal of this
study. In this research, we used the simulation of TE process which is done by Simulink
software. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic view of simulated TE process in Simulink used to
generate data.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic View of Simulation in Simulink Environment

As mentioned, the TE process has 41 measured and 12 manipulated variables where manipulated
variables are considered as independent and measured ones as dependent. In order to see how
manipulated variables affect the measured ones, they are changes either randomly or by steps
under different disturbed operational condition.
In order to simulated disturbed operational condition, twenty disturbances named by IDV (1) to
IDV (20) have been simulated to be implemented with different probability of occurrence in the
TE process.
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For the purpose of this research, four disturbances of IDV (1), IDV (4), IDV (7) and IDV (15)
with different probabilities chosen by experience. Table 4.6 shows the disturbances, their
probabilities and type of changes.

Table 4.6: Selected Disturbances

Variable

Process Variable

Number

Probability of

Type

Occurrence

IDV (1)

A/C feed ratio, B composition constant (stream4)

10%

Step

IDV (4)

Reactor cooling water inlet temperature

10%

Step

IDV (7)

C header pressure loss-reduced availability (stream 4)

50%

Step

IDV (15)

Condenser cooling water valve

5%

Sticking

For the process that operates under the disturbance of IDV (1), the dependent and independent
variables, their values, ranges and units are described in Table 4.7. Where the A/C feed ratio is
considered as the manipulated variables and the reactor feed rate, reactor pressure, level and
stripper pressure are chosen as the measured variables.
Table 4.7: Process Manipulated & Measured Variables for Disturbance IDV (1)

Process Manipulated Variables
Variable Name

Base Case Value (%) Low & High Limit

A/C Feed Flow rate (Stream4)

61.302

0 - 15.25

Process Measured Variables
Variable Name

Base Case Value

Unit

Reactor Feed rate (Stream6)

42.339

kscmh

Reactor pressure

2705.0

Kpa (gauge)

Reactor Level

75.000

%

Stripper Pressure

3102.2

Kpa (gauge)
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Unit
kscmh

The dependent and independent variables for the process that operates under disturbance IDV (4)
are described in Table 4.8 where the reactor cooling water flow is chosen as independent and the
reactor temperature as dependent.

Table 4.8: Process Manipulated & Measured Variables for Disturbance IDV (4)

Process Manipulated Variables
Variable Name

Base Case Value (%) Low & High Limit

Reactor Cooling water Flow

41.106

0 - 227.1

Unit
m3h-1

Process Measured Variables
Variable Name

Base Case Value

Unit

Reactor Temperature

3102.2

C

The IDV (7) disturbs the process by loss of pressure in Header C. The manipulated and measured
variables are shown in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: Process Manipulated & Measured Variables for Disturbance IDV (7)

Process Manipulated Variables
Variable Name
D Feed (Stream 2)

Base Case Value (%) Low & High Limit
0 – 5811

63.053

Unit
Kg h-1

Process Measured Variables
Variable Name

Base Case Value

Unit

A feed (stream I)

0.25052

Kscmh

The IDV (15) disturbs the process by simulating the sticky valve at the condenser cooling water
stream. The sticky valve does not respond instantaneously to changes in the actuator. A first
order lag can be modeled in the response of the actual valve position to changes in the actuator
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position. The behavior of the valve percent opening as a function of the actuator position is
shown as follow.

.

Where

(4.2)

[58]

is the valve stickiness time constant, the valve percentage is current opening percentage

of valve. Table 4.10 shows the manipulated and measured variable under disturbed condition
IDV (15).

Table 4.10: Process Manipulated & Measured Variables for Disturbance IDV (15)

Process Manipulated Variables
Variable Name

Base Case Value (%) Low & High Limit

Separator pot liquid Flow (stream 10)

38.100

0 - 65.71

Process Measured Variables
Variable Name

Base Case Value

Unit

Reactor pressure

2705.0

Kpa (gauge)

What are discussed and what are going to be discussed:
In this chapter the process plant and simulation software are described in
detail.
Chapter 5 is going to present results as follow:






GP & NARX pattern recognition results.
Comparison of GP & NARX results through mean absolute error.
Calculate the relationship among process variables quantitatively.
Building and tuning FSN for defined hazard scenario.
Identifying causes and consequences through FSN.
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Unit
m3h-1

Chapter 5

Results & Discussion

Chapter Summery
Chapter 5 presents the results and discuss them in detail. It starts with wavelet de-noising
results. Then the GP and NARX results are presented and discussed. Comparison of GP and
NARX results is the next part of this chapter followed by implementing the FSN prototype for the
defined Hazard scenarios its results.
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After simulating different types of data, then process data has to be analyzed to for the purpose
of this study which is determining relationships between Process variables. In order to have a
complete analysis, it is necessary to process data in advance. Data processing is any process that
a computer program does to enter data and summarise, analyses or otherwise convert data into
usable information.
It is a necessity to have complete and less-noised data in one scale. To meet these aims, the
extracted data firstly de-noised using wavelets to have complete and less-noised data. Then
normalization technique is applied to treats data from different scale in a way to be comparable
in one scale. Therefore we would be able to compare corresponding normalized values from
different sets of process data.

5.1.

De-noising Process Data Using Wavelets

In order to have a complete and reliable analysis on process data, it is necessary to have
complete, direct and less-noise data. De-noising is the process of removing noises from a signal.
Wavelet techniques are used for the purpose of this research In order to de-noise process data
extracted from the TE process. Results are developed using equation models [41]. The equations
models are developed in LabVIEW® programing software. Results for different process variables
and different disturbed conditions are presented in figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Although these
figures shows results of de-noising process, however the relation among process variables and its
reason is discussed in this part.
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5.1.1. Wavelet Analysis of Data under Disturbed Condition IDV (1)
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure5.1 shows the original and denoised data of process variables under disturbed condition IDV (1) where Figure
5.1(a) shows A/C feed ratio as manipulated variable and measure variables are: Figure 5.1(b) shows original and
denoised data of reactor feed rate. Figure 5.1(c) shows original and denoised data of reactor pressure. Figure 5.1(d)
shows original and denoised data of reactor level. Figure 5.1(e) shows original and denoised data of stripper pressure.
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In this part of the study, A/C feed ratio as the independent variable is manipulated to affect four
measured variable. The process of data extraction done in a period of 7000 sec. Figure 5.1 (a)
shows the manipulation in A/C feed ratio where six picks in the graphs represents disturbances
or manipulations. The picks happened approximately at T=200 sec, 1100 sec, 1600 sec, 2300
sec, 5000 sec and 5600 sec. As figures 5.1 (b), (c), (d) and (e) show, decrease in A/C feed flow
directly affect reactor feed rate, reactor pressure, reactor level and stripper pressure respectively.
5.1.2.

Wavelet Analysis of Data under Disturbed Condition IDV (4)

Figure 5.2 presents de-noised and noised data in red and blue respectively. Despite the effect of
de-noising, process variables affects also going to be discussed in this section. Reactor cooling
water flow rate is selected as the independent variable to go under some deviations. Effect of
applied deviations on reactor temperature as the dependent variable which was under monitoring
is as follow. Figure 5.2 (b) shows the direct effect of reactor cooling water flow on the reactor
temperature.
a)

b)

Figure5.2 shows the original and denoised data of process variables under disturbed condition IDV (4) where Figure
5.2(a) shows reactor cooling water flow as manipulated variable and Figure 5.2(b) shows original and denoised data of
reactor temperature as measured variable.
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5.1.3.

Wavelet Analysis of Data under Disturbed Condition IDV (7)

Figure 5.3 presents de-noised and noised data in red and blue respectively. Despite the effect of
de-noising, process variables affects also going to be discussed in this section. Changes in Feed
D also affect other variables such as Feed A. Some deviations applied on Feed D, and Feed A
was under monitoring is a period of 7000 sec. The picks at T=5000 sec in Figure 5.3(b) proof
this effect.

a)

b)

Figure 5.3 shows the original and denoised data of process variables under disturbed condition IDV (7) where Figure
5.3(a) feed D flow rate as manipulated variable and Figure 5.3(b) shows original and denoised data of feed A flow rate
as measured variable.
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5.1.4.

Wavelet Analysis of Data under Disturbed Condition IDV (15)

Figure 5.4 presents de-noised and noised data in red and blue respectively. Despite the effect of
de-noising, process variables affects also going to be discussed in this section. Changes in
separator liquid flow also affects reactor pressure. Again some deviations applied on
manipulated variable which is separator liquid flow and reactor pressure is monitored is a period
of 7000 sec. The records don’t show Considerable effects that can be because of the considered
range of deviation which is small, however those picks at T=2000 sec in Figure 5.4
(b) can be considered as the effect of applied deviation.

a)

b)

Figure 5.4 shows the original and denoised data of process variables under disturbed condition IDV (15) where Figure
5.4(a) separator pot liquid flow as manipulated variable and Figure 5.4(b) shows original and denoised data of reactor
pressure as measured variable.
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5.2.

Disturbance & Deviation Effect on Process Variables

In order to briefly illustrate how the manipulation of a process variable affects the other ones
under normal and disturbed condition, the effect of changes in the A/C feed flow rate (stream4)
as the manipulated variable on reactor feed rate (stream6) as the measured one are shown in
Figure 5.5. The noise appears in Figure 5.5 (b) & (d) shows the effect of applied disturbances.
Also the picks in Figure 5.5 (c) & (d) shows the applied deviations effects.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of process variable interaction between disturbed and normal operational condition. The
blue graphs show their effect under normal and the red ones show under disturbed condition. Figure 5.5(a)&(c) show
A/C feed ratio as manipulated variable in normal and disturbed condition respectively, Figure 5.5(b)&(d) shows reactor
feed rate as measured variable in normal and disturbed condition respectively.
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5.3.

Genetic Programing Results

5.3.1.

GPLAB - Genetic Programing Toolbox

GPLAB is a genetic programing toolbox in MATLAB. The last version of GPLAB lunched at
2007 is used in this research [59]. There are parameters involved in each algorithm of GPLAB
that affect its behaviour. Some parameters automatically set or has its own default values and
some of them as to be assigned by user. Generally, the only parameters that have to be assigned
by user are the maximum number of generations, the population size, and the names of the files
that contain the data set to be used. The parameters value is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: GPLAB Parameters Values

Parameter

Value

Maximum number of generations

25

Population size

50

Once generating data and data processing finished, data is divided into two parts to be used as
training and testing data to be used as the input of the toolbox. GPLAB uncovers the relations
among variables and shows their relationship as mathematical formulation.
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5.3.1.1.

Fitness Function

Selection of individuals among the selected ones is varied till the best fitness measures are
produced. The fitness criterion is defined as
∑

.

(5.1)

[9]

Where, min f(x) is the minimization of the sum of absolute differences between the obtained and
the expected results

respectively. A GP evolved candidate would be selected as a better

solution if it has a lower fitness value.
All the available data for the manipulated and measured variables are used to be analyzed by the
GP. As mentioned before, 4 sets of data has been simulated by TE process in four different
disturbed conditions. The points that the study is focusing on is how independent variables affect
the dependent ones and the relation between them.
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5.3.2.

Disturbance IDV (1) – A/C Feed Ratio

For the process that operates under the disturbance of IDV (1), the dependent and independent
variables are described in Table 4.7. Figure 5.6 shows the actual and predicted trend of four
measured variables under effect of A/C feed ratio changes as manipulated variable in disturbed
condition done by GP.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5.6 shows the effect of changes in A/C feed ratio as manipulated variable under disturbance IDV (1) on measure
variables where: Figure 5.6(a) shows the actual and predicted trend of reactor feed rate. Figure 5.6(b) shows the actual and
predicted trend of reactor pressure. Figure 5.6(c) shows the actual and predicted trend of reactor level. Figure 5.6(d) shows
the actual and predicted trend of stripper pressure.
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5.3.3.

Disturbance IDV (4) – Reactor Cooling Water Inlet Temperature

The dependent and independent variables for the process that operates under disturbance IDV (4)
are described in Table 4.8. The Figure 5.7 shows actual and predicted trend of reactor
temperature as measured variable in TE process. These are developed using equation models
[59] done by GP.

Figure 5.7: Actual vs. Predicted Trend of Reactor Temperature under Disturbance IDV (4) Where the Manipulated
Variable is Reactor Cooling Water Flow.
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5.3.4.

Disturbance IDV (7) – C header pressure loss-reduced availability (stream 4)

The IDV (7) disturbs the process by loss of pressure in Header C. The manipulated and measured
variables are shown in Table 4.9. The actual feed D as measured variable and GP predicted trend
has been shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Actual Vs. Predicted Trend of Feed A under Disturbance IDV (7) Where the Manipulated Variable is Feed D.
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5.3.5.

Disturbance IDV (15) – Condenser cooling water valve

The IDV (15) disturbs the process by simulating the sticky valve at the condenser cooling water
stream. Table 4.10 shows the manipulated and measured variable under disturbed condition IDV
(15). The actual and predicted behavior of reactor pressure under disturbance IDV (15) is shown
in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Actual Vs. Predicted Trend of Reactor Pressure under Disturbance IDV (15) Where the Manipulated Variable
is Separator Pot Liquid Flow.
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5.3.6.

Formulation of Relation among Process Variable

The relation among variables can be shown in tree format as well. For instance, the formulated
relationship among A/C feed ratio as manipulated variable and its corresponding measured
variables where the process is under disturbance IDV (1) are presented in Table 5.2.
Where the variable Xi is considered as a dependent variable which is the reactor feed ratio in the
equations. Subtraction, addition, sin, cosine and log are the functions that make the relationship.

Table 5.2: The nonlinear Relationship between Xi (Manipulated variable) & Yi (Measured Variable)

Reactor Feed rate
(Stream6)

Reactor pressure

Reactor Level

Stripper Pressure
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5.4.

NARX Results

5.4.1.

NARX

MATLAB R2012a contains a neural network toolbox that includes all types of neural network.
Feedback structure used for different purposes of pattern recognition, prediction and system
modelling is selected for the aim of this research. In this type of learning, network is trained
according to input data and desired output value. Input data and desired output are the only
information fed to neural network in this learning mode. During the training process, weights are
assigned randomly to each input then by summation of inputs and their weights, output will
produce. Since weights are assigned randomly, the resultant output may differ from the desired
output, therefore the error will be calculated according to the difference between the resultant
and desired output. Error value will be sent to input layer as a feedback to update weights value.
This process has to be repeated until the error approaches zero and desired output is achieved.
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5.4.2.

Disturbance IDV (1) – A/C Feed Ratio

For the process that operates under the disturbance of IDV (1), the dependent and independent
variables are described in Table 4.7. Figure 5.10 shows the actual and predicted trend of A/C
feed ratio and the other four measured variables in disturbed condition done by GP.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5.10 shows the effect of changes in A/C feed ratio as manipulated variable under disturbance IDV (1) on measure
variables where: Figure 5.10(a) shows the actual and predicted trend of reactor feed rate. Figure 5.10(b) shows the actual
and predicted trend of reactor pressure. Figure 5.10(c) shows the actual and predicted trend of reactor level. Figure 5.10(d)
shows the actual and predicted trend of stripper pressure.
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5.4.3.

Disturbance IDV (4) – Reactor Cooling Water Inlet Temperature

The dependent and independent variables for the process that operates under disturbance IDV (4)
are described in Table 4.8. The Figure 5.11 shows actual and predicted trend of reactor
temperature as measured variable in TE process.

Figure 5.11: Actual vs. Predicted Trend of Reactor Temperature under Disturbance IDV (4) Where the Manipulated
Variable is Reactor Cooling Water Flow.
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5.4.4.

Disturbance IDV (7) – C header pressure loss-reduced availability (stream 4)

The IDV (7) disturbs the process by loss of pressure in Header C. The manipulated and measured
variables are shown in Table 4.9. The actual feed D as measured variable and GP predicted trend
has been shown in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Actual Vs. Predicted Trend of Feed A under Disturbance IDV (7) Where the Manipulated Variable is Feed D.
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5.4.5.

Disturbance IDV (15) – Condenser cooling water valve

The IDV (15) disturbs the process by simulating the sticky valve at the condenser cooling water
stream. Table 4.10 shows the manipulated and measured variable under disturbed condition IDV
(15). The actual and predicted behavior of reactor pressure under disturbance IDV (15) is shown
in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: Actual Vs. Predicted Trend of Reactor Pressure under Disturbance IDV (15) Where the Manipulated Variable
is Separator Pot Liquid Flow.
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5.5.

Comparison of GP & NARX Results

Two methods of genetic programing and neural network are used to identify the relationship
among process variables. In order to compare performance of these two techniques graphically,
the error histogram diagram is drawn according to their performances in predicting the behaviour
of process variable.
a)

b)

Figure 5.14: Error Histogram of Reactor Feed rate Prediction-IDV (1). 5.14(a) & (b) show NARX & GP Errors Respectively.

a)

b)

Figure 5.15: Error Histogram of Reactor Pressure Prediction-IDV (1). 5.15(a) & (b) show NARX & GP Errors Respectively.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.16: Error Histogram of Reactor Level Prediction-IDV (1). 5.16(a) & (b) show NARX & GP Errors Respectively.

a)

b)

Figure 5.17: Error Histogram of Stripper Pressure Prediction-IDV (1). 5.17(a) & (b) show NARX & GP Errors Respectively.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.18: Error Histogram of Reactor Temperature Prediction-IDV (4). 5.18(a) & (b) show NARX & GP Errors
Respectively.

a)

b)

Figure 5.19: Error Histogram of Feed A Prediction-IDV (7). 5.19(a) & (b) show NARX & GP Errors Respectively.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.20: Error Histogram of Reactor Pressure Prediction-IDV (15). 5.20(a) & (b) show NARX & GP Errors Respectively.

5.5.1.

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) & mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)

In order to measure the accuracy of GP and NN in trend estimation, mean absolute error and
mean absolute percentage error is used through Formula 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
∑

(5.2)

Where fi and yi are the predicted and true values of process variables respectively.
∑

|

|

(5.3)

Where ft and At are the predicted and true values of process variables respectively. Calculated
error value for each process variable is presented in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: MAE & MAPE Values

Deviation

Process Variables
Manipulated

IDV (1)

A/C Feed Flow
rate (Stream4)

GP Prediction

NARX Prediction

Measured

MAE

MAPE

MAE

MAPE

Reactor pressure

0.0047

0.4855

0.0038

0.3987

Reactor Feed rate
(Stream6)

0.0011

0.1090

0.0007

0.0739

Reactor Level

0.0045

0.4589

0.0032

0.3198

Stripper Pressure

0.0013

0.1288

0.00075

0.0741

IDV (4)

Reactor Cooling
water Flow

Reactor
Temperature

0.00027

0.0280

0.00008

0.0081

IDV (7)

D Feed (Stream 2)

A feed (stream I)

0.0072

0.7416

0.0012

0.1295

IDV (15)

Separator pot
liquid Flow
(stream 10)

Reactor pressure

0.00054

0.0546

0.0003

0.0312

As it the error values are presented in Table 5.3, accuracy of NARX in prediction of selected
process variables behaviour and identifying their inter-relationship pattern is better in
comparison with GP.
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5.6.

Prototype Development and Testing - Fault Semantic Network

Design of a real-time monitoring prototype to analyze process data and find the causes and
consequence for the purpose of fault propagation analysis is discussed in this section. To this,
LabVIEW® software developed by National Instruments Corporation is used to model the system
as a FSN. The LabVIEW® block diagram of the developed prototype is included as Appendix 2.
Figure 5.21 presents main steps of building the FSN.

Figure 5.21: FSN Module
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Considering the FSN module presented in Figure 5.21, steps of implementing fault propagation
analysis through FSN are explained with a case study as follow.
Step 1: Selecting P&ID
The TE chemical process is described in chapter 4 in detail and the extracted data are analyzed.
In order to test the FSN module, soma hazard scenarios related to the main reactor of the TE
process are defined. The reactor and its input and output are shown in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22: P&ID of TE Process-Main Reactor

In the P&ID, There are 3 streams that feed the reactor through feeds A, D and E. Feed C goes
to the stripper. Potential faults that might happen are any deviation in reactor feed ratio that
may result in deviation in pressure, level of the reactor followed by deviation in reactor inflow and out-flow. The whole process is discussed in detail in chapter 4.
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Step2: Designing Database & Hazard Scenario
As shown in the FSN module, designing a database according to the defined hazard scenarios,
equipment, failure modes, process variables and etc. is first step in building the FSN. To this,
Hazard scenarios should be defined for each failure mode. In order to demonstrate the
application of the FSN in fault propagation analysis and identifying hazard, a hazard scenario
related to the reactor of TE process consists of initial events, top event and consequences is
designed in MS-Access. The designed database is shown in Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.
Table 5.4 describe process variables, types of nodes, ranges. Where the Boolean nodes just
accept True /False value and binary get qualitative values. This table is used for the purpose of
probability calculations.

Table 5.4: Process variables, Nodes & Values

Node Name

Node Type

A/C Feed Flow Rate (Fr1)

Binary

{

}

Reactor Feed rate (Stream 6) (Fr2)

Binary

{

}

Reactor Pressure (RP)

Binary

{

}

Reactor Liquid Level (LR)

Binary

{

}

Vibration Test (VT)

Boolean

{

}

Corrosion Test (CT)

Boolean

{

}

Leakage Test (LT)

Boolean

{

}
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Node Value

Table 5.5 presents symptoms, mechanisms and corresponding failures associated with the hazard
scenarios.

Table 5.5: Failures, Mechanism, Symptoms and Description

F-ID

Failure Name

Description

Mechanism
Final cause

Vibration
F1

F2

F3

Reactor-Leakage
Through Wall Crack

Propagating crack
on the reactor wall
causes leakage

Med Cause
Operation at
High
Pressure
High Level

Corrosion
Improper Design
Improper repair
Structural damage
…
Long-term
embrittlement
Loos or missing
fasteners
Welding defects
Structural Damage
Improper design
Improper Repair
..

Fracture/Catastrophic
Fracture may
Rupture
happens and results
in a catastrophic
event

Valve Failure

Symptoms

Fails to Operate

Fail to Open/Close
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Valve
Leakage
External /
Internal
Corrosion
Seal problem
Design
Defects
Material
defects
Human Error
…

Primary
Cause
High Flow
Valve
High flow
Valve

Table 5.6 describes installed sensors to extract data from the process plant.
Table 5.6: Sensors and Description

Sensor ID

Description

S1

Pressure Sensor – Monitor the Pressure Inside the Reactor

S2

Level Sensor - Monitor the Liquid Level of the Reactor

S3

Flow Meter - Monitor the Flow of Reactant and Product of the Reactor

S4

Vibration Sensor – Monitoring the Vibration of the Reactor

S5

Thickness Sensor – Monitoring the Wall Thickness of the Reactor to
Prevent Corrosion

Step 3: Fault Propagation and Hazard Identification Using FSN
LabVIEW® software is used to develop a program for the purpose of real-time fault propagation
analysis and hazard identification. The FSN program queries the database to dynamically models
the faults and hazards scenarios. Figure 5.23 represents a schematic view of the model in the
LabVIEW® environment. Also a modeled scenario by the FSN is described in Table 5.7.
There are 2 main phases, the FSN follows to analyze faults propagation and their associated
hazards. Integration of these two phases builds the prototype where phase 1 uses inter-relation
pattern recognition and phase 2 uses fuzzy expert system (FES) and Bayesian Belief Network
(BBN) for reasoning causes and consequences and tuning FSN.
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Phase 1 - Inter-relation pattern recognition: In order to uncover the relationship
among process variables, GP and NARX are used as pattern recognition techniques to
identify their relationship quantitatively. This step analyzes propagation of faults among
process variables, therefore any small deviation in a process variable will be detected and
main cause process variable will be identified. Also, when process goes outside its
defined safety limits causes will be analyzed. Although the FSN can trace the process
deviations from real-time data that dynamically update it, however formulating the
relationships among process variables is necessary steps. If extracted data are not
complete for any reason such as faulty sensor, sensor failure and etc. the FSN can
recognize the issue through the formulation obtained form process variables inter-actions.
Hence, the FSN will be able to compensate lack of complete data.



Phase2 – Reasoning based Probabilities:

Once the inter-action among process

variables recognized, it is time to trace deviations between process variables and failure
mode in equipment. The FSN represents process variables and failure modes as separate
nodes. To analyze propagation of faults, a database is designed that includes all process
variables, all possible relations among them, different hazard scenarios, associated failure
modes and all possible causes and consequences. In the FSN all failure modes and
process variables are represented by nodes separately. The FSN received the real-time
process data from the plant and update the nodes dynamically. If any process variable is
outside of defined range (as defined in database), it will be detected. In this phase The
FSN reasons between nodes according to received process data from process plant and
their associated probabilities. The reasoning is done through the queries defined in
database and static probability distribution for a set of query nodes.
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Figure 5.23 shows fault propagation analysis of the selected case study. As shown, Phase 1 and
phase 2 are running simultaneously where phase 1 takes care of process variables and their
relationships and phase 2 takes care of reasoning and build the whole propagation scenario.

Figure 5.23: Fault Propagation Analysis
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Implementing these two phases result in a fault propagation analysis done by the FSN as shown
in Table5.7 and Figure 5.23 and 5.24.
According to Table 5.7,


SY1=Deviation in pressure can be a cause for vibration and corrosion



SY2=Deviation in reactor liquid level can be cause of vibration



SY3=Deviation in flow rate into the reactor can be cause of vibration



Probability of occurring F1=Leakage will increase when S4=vibration sensor confirm the
M1=vibration, S1=pressure sensor and S2=level sensor show deviations of pressure and
level and S4=wall thickness sensor confirm M2=corrosion.



The FSN provides some remedies related to failure mode as R1=Welding offered for
F1=Leakage.

Table 5.7: Designed Case Study Implemented by FSN

Component
Location
Symptom

Hypothesis
/
Mechanism

Failure

Repair

Reactor
TE Process
SY-ID

Symptom

Wt

1
2
3
4
M-ID
1
2
3
F-ID
1

High pressure
High level
High Flow
Valve fail to Operate
Mechanism
Vibration
Corrosion
Valve Failure
Diagnosis
D1:
[(M1,S4),(M1,S1),(M1,S3),(M2,S5)]
Repair
Welding

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
Wt
0.4
0.3
0.3
Wt
1

R-ID
1
2
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Wt
1

Semantic
Net
SemNet1

SemNet1

SemNet1

SemNet1

Mechanism
M1, M2
M1
M1,M2
M3
Diagnosis
D1
D1
D1
Repair
R1

Figure 5.24 shows a snapshot of FSN prototype while it was running.

Figure 5.24: Schematic View of FSN Prototype
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4.1.

Conclusions

In this study, process variable interaction analysis is used to develop a simulation-based fault
propagation analysis. The investigation has adopted two approaches that consist of simulation of
chemical process plant along with identifying relationships among process variables
quantitatively for the purpose of finding causes and consequences and tracing faults associated
with them.
In the first phase of this research, Aspenhysys and Simulink are used to simulate the selected
chemical process plant for the purpose of extracting process data. The data obtained from both
simulators was in an acceptable range however the Simulink data was more exact.

Figure 5.25: TE Process Simulation In AspenHysys
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Then in order to have direct and de-noised data, wavelet de-noising technique is used as a data
processing technique. Process data analysis is the second phase of the study. In this phase, two
methods of genetic programming and artificial neural network as multivariate analysis
techniques are applied to identify the quantitative relationship among process variables. As a
result, the promising ability of both methods of GP and NARX in pattern recognition is
demonstrated and the result compared through calculation mean absolute error. Although
prediction of NARX was more accurate in comparison with GP, however both methods show an
accurate prediction and analysis which is considerable.
In the last phase of the study, application of GP and NARX as methods of process variable
interaction analysis is discussed for the purpose of finding causes and consequences followed by
tracing faults associate with them. To this aim, Fault semantic network (FSN) is introduced as a
great tool with considerable abilities. In the FSN, nodes correspond to different
faults/causes/consequences and directed arcs are links between them describe the dependencies.
Initially, FSN is constructed based on ontology structure of fault models on the basis of process
object oriented model (POOM) where failure mode (FM) is described using symptoms, enablers,
process variables, causes, and consequences. Implementing the FSN for a process with lots of
process variables is not an easy job especially when you are asked to do it in real world. There
are steps that should be undertaken by engineers and researchers to let them create a dynamic
modeling of a process as a semantic network that contains all the possible faults and possible
relationships between variables. In FSN, the strength of the relationship between variables can be
assigned both qualitatively and quantitatively through different reasoning approaches such as,
probabilistic approach, Fuzzy approach and mathematical formulation.
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In a process, there are many of process variables that affect the process operation. In order to
implement complete analysis of the process, it is necessary to consider all process variables. In
FSN, number of process variables affects the accuracy of analysis. The analysis can be done by
using just a manipulated and a measured variable however, it will be incomplete. In summary,
the more process variable selected the more accuracy will be obtained.
It is a difficult task to analyze some mechanisms such as corrosion. There are many of
parameters that affect corrosion. To implement corrosion related hazard scenarios in FSN,
thickness sensors has to be installed according to the standards. Extracted data from the sensor
has to be analyzed to uncover the inter-relation pattern among wall thickness and other flow
parameters such as pressure, temperature, flow rate and etc.
Considering different accidents related to defined hazard scenarios is another interesting part of
the study. The FSN shows the probability of accidents as consequences of hazard scenarios.
In addition, in order to implement FSN for the purpose of fault propagation analysis and hazard
identification a software prototype is developed in energy, safety and control laboratory (ESCL)
at university of Ontario institute of technology (UOIT).
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6.1.

Potential Applications

During the development of the proposed method, it has been tried to maintain the generality as
much as possible. As a consequence of this effort, the proposed method is envisioned to solve a
wide range of Problems. Application of this study is not limited to chemical process plants;
however it solves variety of problems in different industrial process, plants and mechanical
systems. Some of these applications are already started and implemented in ESCL at UOIT
presented respectively as follow.
6.1.1.

Risk Calculation

In the FSN, nodes correspond to different Process variables/faults/causes/consequences and
directed arcs are links between them describe the dependencies and any node associate with its
risk value. Therefore it is possible to calculate risks of occurring failure or accident.
6.1.2.

Safety Performance Indicator (SPI)

A considerable work done during the study was developing an indicator that shows safety
performance index. It gives this possibility to include the SPI in the FSN, so it can dynamically
shows the effectiveness of safety system in a plant as The SPI consists of two main phases that
analyze effectiveness of safety system.


Predictive actions analysis, is the first phase that analyze installed safety system in a
plant. It includes a database consists of all possible safety barriers (best practice) for
each equipment, its associated failure modes and risk reduction factor. It shows how
effective the safety system can reduce probability of occurrence an undesired event.
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Proactive actions analysis, is the second phase of SPI that analyze consequences of
an undesired event from the occupational safety point of view.

6.1.3.

Applications in Automated Hazard Identification

Analysis of industrial data sets is an important issue in the industries especially when it comes to
be seen from the point of view of safety issues. Identifying hazards and predicting the incident
and accident ensure the processes to operate under safe condition and prevent any deficiencies or
mal-operation. Detecting inter-relation pattern between variables quantitatively followed by an
accurate fault propagation analysis in an intelligent way would be a big step in reaching the aim
of Automated Hazard Identification. FSN is a great technique to model system and processes as a
semantic network. Once the inter-relation pattern uncovered and FSN built, the basic needs of
hazard identification implementation will be met as it allows finding the cause which is
manipulated variable, root cause which is the disturbances and consequence which is the
measured variable and failure modes. Such information helps operators to act effectively in any
faulty and critical situation.
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6.2.

Future Work

Application of FSN in fault propagation analysis and hazard identification on chemical
process is demonstrated through TE process. To further demonstrate its application, ESCL at
UOIT is going to preform FSN on LNG, hydrogen production process plant through the
simulation. Moreover, to demonstrate its application with real-time data, a process is
designed and the prototype is built in the lab as shown in Figure 5.24.

Figure 5.26: FDS Designed in ESCL-UOIT
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6.2.1.

Application of Automated hazard Identification on LNG process Plant

Application of FSN in fault propagation analysis in demonstrated in this study. As described in
previous section, FSN is the main module of automated hazard identification. Given this
implementing automated hazard identification in chemical processes is the work that ESCL
considered as future work as some parts of the work is discussed in [8]. To this aim, a part of the
LNG process plant is selected and simulated by AspenHysys simulation software. The P&ID and
simulated process in AspenHysys are presented in Figures 5.25 and 5.26 respectively.

Figure 5.27: P&ID of LNG Process (De-methanizer Unit)
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Figure 5.28: AspenHysys Simulation Environment – LNG (Process)
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6.2.2.

Application of Automated hazard Identification on Hydrogen Production

process Plant CU-Cl Cycle
Implementing automated hazard identification on hydrogen production process plant built in
Clean Energy Research Lab (CERL) at UOIT is another goal of ESCL as some parts of the work
is discussed in [7]. The schematic view of the cycle is shown in Figures 5.27.

Figure 5.29: Hydrogen Production process – Cu-Cl Cycle [61]
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APPENDIXES

Appendix 1: GP MATLAB Code:
function [v,b]=Hysys
fprintf('Running symbolic regression demo...');
p=resetparams;
p=setoperators(p,'crossover',2,2,'mutation',1,1);
p.operatorprobstype='variable';
p.minprob=0;
p.datafilex='….txt';
p.datafiley='….txt';
p.usetestdata=1;
p.testdatafilex='…..txt';
p.testdatafiley='…..txt';
p.calcdiversity={'uniquegen'};
p.calccomplexity=1;
p.graphics={'plotfitness','plotdiversity','plotcomplexity','plotoperators'};
p.depthnodes='2';
[v,b]=gplab(25,50,p);
desired_obtained(v,[],1,0,[]);
accuracy_complexity(v,[],0,[]);
figure
plotpareto(v);
drawtree(b.tree)[59];
…
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Appendix 2: FSN – LabVIEW® Programing
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